OUR MISSION:
To provide our customers a great experience achieved through

VALUES

quality manufacturing and exceptional service.
integrity
respect
courage
commitment
accountability
teamwork

quality manufacturing
Orthodontists have one of the most
important jobs—bringing renewed
self-confidence and pride to every
patient through improved smiles. At
G&H Orthodontics, we keep patient
satisfaction in mind with each bracket,
wire, elastomeric and every other
product we manufacture and sell.
Orthodontists and distributors
worldwide have trusted G&H quality
and performance for more than four
decades. Our innovation and attention
to detail bring the most up-to-date
clinical solutions so orthodontists are
best able to achieve a successful
treatment plan.

THE FULL LINE OF QUALITY
ORTHODONTIC PRODUCTS - BEYOND WIRE
G&H Orthodontics manufactures brackets, bands, tubes, archwires,
springs and elastomerics. In fact, because we manufacture what we sell,
you benefit in all aspects of the supply chain: quality, value and delivery.
In addition, we carry the rest of the high-quality products an orthodontic
practice needs. Since our founding—when G&H designed a machine to
form stainless steel arches—we have grown to be known worldwide for
delivering quality products backed by exceptional service.
View and order our full line of products at GHOrthodontics.com.

exceptional service
CUSTOMER SERVICE IS KEY

We are committed to creating an exceptional
customer experience.
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BRACKETS,
BANDS
AND TUBES

DIFFERENT STYLES OF
METAL BRACKETS TO MATCH
THEIR PRACTICES
The G&H brackets are precisely engineered and manufactured
with a focus on performance and patient comfort. The highquality, competitively priced metal brackets are available in a
variety of popular systems and styles. miniPrevail® is a stateof-the-art mini twin bracket. Agility®SL is our effective and
efficient self-ligating metal bracket, and Agility® ceramic is the
aesthetic answer in ceramic brackets.

PRECISION-SHAPED BANDS
WITH A SECURE FIT
G&H offers a complete line of contoured molar and bicuspid
bands. Finished to a brilliant mirror luster, our molar bands
are precision-shaped for an atomically secure fit with excellent
retention and micro-etched interiors for ensured retention.

TUBES METICULOUSLY ENGINEERED
FOR GREAT RESULTS
Because buccal tubes are such a critical element in treatment
mechanics, G&H has meticulously engineered a full complement
of weldable and bondable convertible and nonconvertible
tubes. Orthodontists recognize the clinical advantages of our
miniPrevail® tube. As with all the appliances we manufacture,
G&H applies internationally recognized quality standards in the
production of our tubes to help ensure that we consistently
deliver world-class quality to our customers.
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ARCHWIRES WITH PROVEN PERFORMANCE
Our scientific approach to manufacturing has resulted in proven clinical performance for
our archwires for over four decades. Selecting wire products with documented force values
gives orthodontists the ability to apply consistent forces for improved treatment results. As a
wire manufacturer, G&H maintains total control of all material specifications and production
processes. By applying developed manufacturing techniques and high standards in our
production processes, we can consistently deliver world-class product to our customers.
We offer a complete line of archforms and alloys.

WIRES AND SPRINGS
THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURER
OF PREMIUM ARCHWIRES

SPRINGS STAYING ACTIVE
UNTIL THEIR JOB IS DONE
G&H offers both stainless steel and G4™ Nickel Titanium
springs, available in closed and open coil designs. Proprietary
manufacturing techniques and meticulous testing provide
springs with proven, consistent force values.
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ELASTOMERICS

WE UNDERSTAND
THE IMPORTANCE
OF CONSISTENCY.
IN FACT, WE INSIST ON IT.
Our manufacturing processes include
in-process testing and recalibration to
ensure the elastics we supply meet the
stringent force value tolerances orthodontists
require. All elastomeric polymers from G&H
are medical grade. G&H manufacturing
processes are specifically developed to
minimize hydrophilic uptake and to create
consistent forces.
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AESTHETIC LINE
POWERFUL, YET NEARLY INVISIBLE
For patients who prefer a more natural look, G&H offers a full
line of aesthetic products. The powerful combination of clinical
performance and aesthetic appeal has resulted in unprecedented
demand for our line. The G&H cosmetic system includes our
tooth-colored epoxy-coated archwires, Agility® ceramic brackets,
and elastomeric ligature ties and chains.
Desired by patients and admired by doctors, G&H’s line of
ceramic bracket systems gives patients the look they desire,
while providing a quality and affordable alternative to traditional
metal brackets. Our Agility ceramic bracket system is manufactured
with Ceramic Injection Molding (CIM) technology. Rounded contours
and increased strength are only the beginning of Agility’s clinically
significant features. Patients will love the way they look during
and after treatment.
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CLINICAL, OFFICE
& PATIENT SUPPLIES
THE CONVENIENCE OF

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
As your supplier of the full line of orthodontic products, we are pleased to also
offer the clinical, disposable and consumable supplies needed for a successful
practice. We carry the top brands and also offer personalization on some patient
supplies to help orthodontisits promote their practice. You’ll find hundreds of
products in our catalog and on our website at GHOrthodontics.com.
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*Not all products available in all countries.
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U.S. MANUFACTURER
thousands of products made in America

88

PARTNERING TOWARD YOUR SUCCESS
We value our distributor relationships around the world and strive to be the best partner
possible. As the manufacturer of many of the G&H products you sell, we can pass savings on
to you—increasing your bottom line. No need for a middleman when you’re dealing directly
with the manufacturer. Truly, you become an extension of G&H Orthodontics, a trusted U.S.
manufacturer that’s been providing quality products for more than 40 years.

HERE TO SERVE YOU
We know that when your customers don’t have issues, you have a better day. And that’s
our goal: to satisfy you by helping you have satisfied clients! G&H delivers convenient,
efficient service to our distributors, whether that’s in person, online or over the phone.
Here’s what you can expect:
• Genuine interest in learning about and helping you grow your business
• Sales and marketing support
• Straightforward, competitive pricing
• Prompt shipping
• Timely resolutions if there is a rare issue
• Private label packaging
• Proven performance for our manufactured products

Customer
CustomerService
Service

Manufacturing
Manufacturing

Packaging
Packaging

Warehousing
Warehousing

Fulfillment
Fulfillment
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U.S.A. MADE

Proudly serving distributors
and the orthodontic community
for four decades.

GHOrthodontics.com
2165 Earlywood Drive, Franklin, IN 46131 USA
800-526-1026 U.S. & Canada +1 317-346-6655 International
Email us at orders@GHOrtho.com
MKT.003.EE5.DIST-072320

